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PROJECT #2

WHERE WE BEGAN

In 2011, this large automotive company was still reeling from a series of misfortunes and the recession. They saw their 
leadership position slip and found that customers no longer perceived the brand as reliable. In an effort to change this 
perception, the leadership team recognized the need to place customers at the forefront. A new customer-focused 
department was created with the goal of improving the customer experience during the shopping, buying, and 
ownership process.  

After a year and a half of building the foundation, this new department needed to take the customer experience to a new 
level. The timing was right to also bring the customer experience to the forefront of the entire company, and they asked 
Haig Barrett to initiate the process.

HOW WE APPROACHED IT

Customer retention and loyalty are based on the customer’s experience throughout the shopping, buying, and 
ownership process. However, after a year and a half, most people within the company did not understand their role with 
the new customer-focused department, and didn’t quite grasp how they fit into this new paradigm.  

Haig Barrett got to work right away by digging deep into what the key stakeholders thought about the current customer 
experience and how they fit into the process. In one of the first meetings we held with the key stakeholders, we found 
that most people did not fully understand how their initiatives impacted the customer experience throughout the 
shopping, buying, and ownership process. It became evident that we needed to create a framework for bringing the 
diverse groups together. We also found that there were a few important issues facing the company, and created two 
solutions for these:

1. We created customer expectations filters to shift the perspective of key stakeholders when planning 
initiatives. Prior to our involvement, the company viewed each part of the process of what their customers 
wanted through the company’s lens and not the customer’s point of view. By helping all stakeholders better 
understand the actual customer expectations and their genuine needs, we shifted the view 180 degrees to 
create customer-centric programs. 

2. We developed a new business model for the department to align goals and priorities. The shopping, 
buying, and ownership process involves a number of phases and departments working on various initiatives. 
We found there was no forum for collaboration among departments or prioritization of the initiatives; therefore, 
there were overlapping projects and gaps in the customer experience. Instead of focusing solely on department 
initiatives, we developed a business model to help the company determine the cornerstone initiatives for each 
part of the process. This uniform approach empowered the entire organization to work toward the same end 
goal: an exceptional customer experience and improved relationship with the brand.

WHAT IT YIELDED

We were able to successfully get the various departmental teams excited about working together to create a seamless 
and exceptional customer experience. They also learned how to identify and prioritize initiatives within each step of the 
experience. This new business model is in the process of being implemented.

TWO DIVERSE PROGRAMS. ONE SINGULAR FOCUS – CUSTOMERS. 

While approaching the same issue from very different roads, each program has helped the company arrive at the  
same place. 

Bringing the needs of the customers to the forefront helped build lasting bonds and long-term relationships with loyal 
customers. Working closely with our clients, we taught them how to relate to their customers in a whole new way. This 
customer-centric approach is creating excitement and allegiance to the brand. The genuine focus on customer care  
at every turn offers a whole new way of thinking about this automotive brand while warranting long-term loyalty  
among customers. 


